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A comprehensive menu of Pagliacci Pizza from Seattle covering all 8 menus and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Pagliacci Pizza:
the pizza is okay, not phenomenal, but okay – not bad, but okay. I'm just not a big fan of the crust. I like it

because it is always consistent as far as taste is concerned. there is something to say for me know exactly what
you get before they pay for something. the salate is phenomenal and it is always fresh. I am not a great fan of
sweetness – but this salate is the truth. I also love the big soda machine at this... read more. The rooms in the

restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations,
Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like

about Pagliacci Pizza:
the people here love this place, but. It's never really better than okay. I had several different pizzas and the

judgment is always the same: good. specific note to the mushroom pizza: I personally love mushrooms and I
love mushroom pizza. my first thought was when I had eaten her, wow, that's full of texture. Unfortunately, the

texture on this pizza was quickly gummy and I feel like I finally understood why so many... read more. Tasty pizza
is baked fresh at Pagliacci Pizza in Seattle using a time-honored method, and you will find genuine Italian

cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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Wrap
THE ITALIAN

Water
SODA

Beverage�
FOUNTAIN DRINK

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

SAUSAGE

ITALIAN SAUSAGE

VEGETABLES

CHEESE

ONIONS

SPINAT
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